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Helicopter Mi-8T

ARMNORD has a possibility to supply helicopters Mi-8T after their
overhaul and refurbishment.

Helicopter Mi-8T
Modification
Diameter of the main rotor, m

Мi-8Т
21.30

Diameter of anti-torque rotor,
m
Length, m
Height, m
Weight, kg
empty
Normal takeoff
Maximum takeoff
Type of engine
Power, kilowatt
Maximum speed, km/h

3.91

Cruising speed, km/h
Practical range, km
Rate of climb, m/min
Practical limit, m
Static limit, m
Crew, per

18.42
5.34
7200
11100
12000
2 GTD Klimov TV2-117
2 х 2000
250
230
455
540
4500
1600
2-3

Helicopter Mi-8T
Turbo-jet engine TV2-117

Weight - 332kg., Length - 2843mm., Width - 556mm., Height - 748mm.,
power on the cruise mode - 1000kgs., power on the takeoff mode1500kgs, rotor speed compressor on takeoff mode - 98,5%, on cruising 94,5%; main rotor speed on takeoff mode- 93,0%, on the cruise - 95,0%

Helicopter Mi-8T
Armament
Combat load - 1000 kg on 4 points of suspension:
64х unguided missiles S-5 in blocks UB-16-57UMVP;
4х 100 or 250-kg bombs (OFAB-250)
Configuration of the sighting device: telescopic basic sight OPB-1R - for lateral and
longitudinal interferences of bombing from horizontal flight; collimator sight PKV - for
pointing of the helicopter on the target during shooting and launching of missiles.
Main (basic) equipment
Basic equipment includes: speed indicator US-450 K; barometric altimeter VD-10K;
variometer VAR-3MK; command-flight instrument panel-72M; clock AChS-1M; pointer
altimeter UV-1P; artificial horizon AGB-3K; course direction indicator EUP -53; pathfinder
UGP-4UK; low speed pointer DIV-1 radio compass ARK-U2; artificial horizon AGB-3K;
radio station R-860 118,25-136,5 MHz radio station R-842M 2-8 MHz, the radio station "
Karat-M24" 2-10,1 MHz, radio compass ARK-9, radio altimeter RV-3, voice data
apparatus RI-65; automatic radio compass ARK-U2 with the receiver R-852 in order to
bring helicopters to emergency UKV radio beacons; intercom SPU- 7, shortwave radio
station "Evkalіpt-M24";

Helicopter Mi-8T
Installation of additional equipment for flights on MVL
1.

Range finder KN-63 with the indicator RDI-572 and antenna KA-60
navigation system KNS-81with indicator KI-206, Antenna CI-205-3 and diplexer CI-1125

2.
3.

Respondent with antenna GARMIN GTX-327

4.

footmeter КЕА-130А

5.

Satellite Navigation System GPS-295 (296) 2 sets.

6.

Marker Receiver KR-21

7.

Tri-frequency, an emergency radio transmitter (beacon) ARTEX C-406-1HM

8.

Navigation system GNS 430 (530) GPS/NAV COM, working in GPS modes, navigation and
landing from the lighthouses VOR-ILS, UKV communications in the the range of 137.000
MHz with a net 8.33 kHz.

Military-transport helicopter Mi-8MT (Mi17)

Purpose
The helicopter is used to increase the mobility of land force troops, tactical airborne
assault, as well as for defeat of opponent forces by unguided missiles, small arms and
bombing armament.

Military-transport helicopter Mi-8MT (Mi17)
Modification
Diameter of the main rotor, m
Diameter of anti-torque rotor, m
Length, m
Height, m
Weight, m:
- empty
- Normal takeoff
- Maximum takeoff
Type of engine
Power, kilowatt
Maximum speed, km/h
Cruising speed, km/h
Practical range, km
Rate of climb, m/min
Practical limit, m
Static limit, m
Crew, per
Pay load:

Mi-8MT
21.30
3.91
18.42
5.34
7200
11100
13000
2 GTD Klimov TV3-117
2 х 1454
250
230
500
540
5000
1760
2-3
Up to 24 passengers or 12 stretchers with entourage or
4000 kg of cargo in cab or 4000 kg on suspension

Military-transport helicopter Mi-8MT (Mi17)
Turbo-jet engine TV3-117

low specific fuel consumption
low specific gravity
high reliability
great resource
simplicity of service operation
high mantainability
possibility to install dust-proof device

Military-transport helicopter Mi-8MT (Mi17)
Armament
Combat load - 1000 kg on 4 points of suspension:
80x unguided missiles S-8 blocks B-8ВV20 (4хB-8V20х20NАR);
4х 100 or 250-kg bombs (OFAB-250)

Basic equipment
Equipment includes: commanding UKV radio stations R-860 and R-828, connection KV radio
stations R-842 and "Karat"; aircraft intercommunication device SPU-7; four-channel
automatic pilot AP-34B for automatic stabilization of the helicopter on the pitch, bank,
heading and altitude of the flight; equipment for flight devices operates in SMU during the
day and night, including two flight indicators AGB-ZK, two speed pointers NV, combined rate
system GMK-1А, automatic radio compass ARK-9 or ARK-U2, radio altimeter RV-З; machine
reflections reset ASO-2V.

Upgrading of MI-8T (MT) Helicopters

Upgrading of MI-8T (MT) Helicopters
TECHNICAL PROPOSALS
FOR UPGRADING OF MI-8T (MT)
Modernization main tasks:
- Equipping of serial helicopter Mi-8MT with new altitude engines TV3-117VМА-SBМ1V-03 of increased power;
- Providing of day-and-night operation;
- Increase of accuracy in navigation tasks solving;
- Protection from MANPAD and IR guided missiles;
- Upgrade of navigation and radio communication equipment for flying by local air
routes;
- Improvement of crew operating conditions.

Upgrading of MI-8T (MT) Helicopters
REPLACEMENT OF POWER UNIT
Improvement of helicopters flying and technical performances during operation in hot climatic
conditions, high-altitude take-off areas and high flight altitudes
Upgrade of existing serial engine ТV3-117VМА-SBМ1:
- High rate of reliability and service life
- Decreasing of technical risk
Further increase of reliability and life time rates:
- Life time before first repair and between repairs ................3000 hours, 3000 cycles;
- Specified life...............................................................9000 hours, 9000 cycles;
Growth of security for performing of single-engine flight:
- Introduction of emergency (2.5 min) operation mode of the engine with 2800 h. p.
- Introduction of 30-min power mode (power is equal to power during take-off mode)
Improvement of economic indexes:
- Decrease of operating costs by increase of life time before the first repair and between repairs;
- Recovery of engines flight operability in operational conditions by replacement of main joints and
modules;
- Introduction of activities oriented on increase of engine operability;
- Increase of limits for gas temperature allowed degradation on turbine input in the process of life time
working-off;
- Preservation of helicopters high flying and technical performances during installation of dust
protection and exhaust infra-red suppression systems.

Upgrading of MI-8T (MT) Helicopters
INSTALLATION OF NEW DUST PROTECTIVE UNITS AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
Dust protective unit
QB0440-04 PALL AEROSPACE
Cabin air conditioning system on the basis of equipment from Sanden Company;
produced by U-UAZ
INSTALLATION OF NEW WINCH WITH INCREASED LOAD-CARRYING ABILITY AND
EQUIPMENT FOR FREE AIRDROPPING
Equipment for free airdropping
Lifting device SU-R
Weight of load to be lifted: up to 100 kg
Winch with increased load-carrying ability SLG-300 (300 kg)
or BREEZE-EASTERN HS29900 (276 kg)

Upgrading of MI-8T (MT) Helicopters
UPGRADE OF ONBOARD EQUIPMENT
SMA-2012 Doppler navigation calculator 1set
GH-3000 Standby indicator of spatial position
EDZ-756 Unified Flight Display System 2x2 = 4
AVALEX AVM 4120/AVM 4065 Multifunction indicators 1set (12 ") or 2 sets (6")
RNZ-850 (of set SRZ-850) short-range navigation system VOR / GS / DME / MB / ADF 2 sets
Laser VI Inertial Navigation System 1 set
System of flying data 2 sets
LCR-100 gyrocompass AHRS 1 set
EVRONAV V digital map generator 1 set
AA-300 radio altimeter 1 set
UNS-1Lw system of satellite navigation and flight control
UPGRADE OF RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
EBC-406AFHM Emergency Beacon 1 set
HF-1050 HF transceiver 2-30 MHz 1 set
MR6000R Radio UHF, VHF (30-400 MHz), 1 set
Radio communication unit RCZ-850 (from set of SRZ-850)
Radio VHF (118-137 MHz), the defendant A / C and S 2 sets
RMU-850 (from 2 sets SRZ-850) remote control radio equipment 2 sets
AV-850 A (from set SRZ-850) subscriber communication devices SPU 2 sets

Upgrading of MI-8T (MT) Helicopters
HELICOPTER PROTECTION COMPLEX FROM FIELD AD COMPLEXES AND IR GUIDED
MISSILES
EW-164 ice detector
Station "Adros"
Screen-exhaust apparatus
Combined emissions unit KUV 26-50
Crew warning station of radar irradiation SPO-15
SURVEILLANCE, SEARCH AND REGISTRATION SYSTEM
Night vision spectacles PNL-3
Aviation helmet THL-5NV
Adaptation of illumination under NVG
WR-700 weather radar
TITAN 385 optronic station review
SX-16 Searchlight
Set of ground control and flight data processing
BUR 4-1-07 onboard recording device
Audio- video recorder

Repair and modernization of helicopters Mi-24, Mi-25 and Mi-35

ARMNORD provides the overhaul reconditioning of helicopters Mi-24,
Mi-25 and Mi-35 in accordance with the manufacturer's repair
technology.

Repair and modernization of helicopters Mi-24, Mi-25 and Mi-35
Overhaul plant, which will repair helicopters, is
one of the leading aircraft overhaul plants in the
former USSR and now is still one of the major
plants that repairs helicopters Mi-25 and Mi-35,
that are operated in the CIS countries, Europe,
Latin America, Near and Middle East, Southeast
Asia, and Africa. The company has all necessary
international certificates, including the standard
"ISO-9001: 2000", INTERSTATE AVIATION
COMMITTEE certificate and etc.
In Ukraine there is an original manufacturer of
aircraft engines such as TV3-117, that are installed
on helicopters and also overhaul plant of
helicopter engines of various modifications of the
main reduction gears, which allows solve the
problems of the overhaul and ensure next
helicopters operation.

Repair and modernization of helicopters Mi-24, Mi-25 and Mi-35
New structural decisions obtained in the course of the modernization program of these
helicopters permit:
- to pilot, search and attack small ground moving and stationary targets at any time under
any weather conditions;
- solve the problem of navigation using digital maps of terrain elevation area and the
information received from a satellite navigation system;
- improve the survivability of the helicopter during the attack of antiaircraft missile
complex or missiles with IR guidance;
- planning of the combat task by using PVM;
- to increase the combat effectiveness of the helicopter through the use of new anti-tank
missile system and guided guns with target designation.

Repair and modernization of helicopters Mi-24, Mi-25 and Mi-35
ANTI-TANK MISSILE SYSTEM "BARYER"
Missile "Baryer" - is radio-controlled intermediate-range missile. The helicopter can
carry from 4 to 8 ATGM.
Pointing is carried by a laser beam directed toward the goal of the main channel of
the laser sight set on the gyro-stabilized platform.

Repair and modernization of helicopters Mi-24, Mi-25 and Mi-35

Pylon and launcher of the missile "Baryer"

Container of the missile "Baryer"

Repair and modernization of helicopters Mi-24, Mi-25 and Mi-35
ARTILLERY TURRET
The 20-mm gun turret with a dual supply installed in the nose of the helicopter under
the main gun. An independent hydraulically driven turret allows the use of 20-mm
projectiles and controlled by the helmet of targeting. Gun mount includes boxes of
ammunition on both sides of the helicopter, up to 400 of ammunition each. (There
can be 800 projectiles in each).

Repair and modernization of helicopters Mi-24, Mi-25 and Mi-35

Helmet-mounted target designation system performs
the following functions:
- Provides the presence of impact markers during the
day, as well as at night.
- Provides continuous tracking so that the gun barrel
rotates with the head of a crew member managing a
gun at the moment.
-Communication via built-in headset and microphone.
- Head protection of a crewman.
-Dark visor for sun protection
-Night Vision

Repair and modernization of helicopters Mi-24, Mi-25 and Mi-35
SIGHT HEAD OF A PILOT
Optronic sighting head of a pilot is installed at his main instrument panel. Displayed
on the sighting head symbols allow pilot to fly, navigate and fire the ballistic weapons
during the day and night. The pilot makes accurate missile launching and bombing.

Repair and modernization of helicopters Mi-24, Mi-25 and Mi-35
Optoelectronic system for search and target detection
The stabilized platform has 3 channels (television camera,
thermal imager, a laser distance meter, flight control laser beam
projector ATGM)

Station of optoelectronic neutralization «ADROS» KT01АV/AVE

Purpose: Active protection of helicopters from anti-aircraft
missile system such as "Stinger" and guided missiles with
infrared homing "Sidewinder" and similar to them.

Two-seat training aircraft L-39C

The L-39 two-seat training aircraft is designed for initial and main flight training.
L-39 aircraft power plant includes two-contour two-shaft turbo jet engine АI-25ТL.

Two-seat training aircraft L-39C
Modification
Wingspan, m
Aircraft length, m
Aircraft height, m
Wing area, m2
Weight, kg
Empty aircraft
Normal takeoff
Maximum takeoff
Fuel, kg
Internal fuel
Suspended fuel tanks
Type of engine
Unaugmented thrust, kN
Max velocity, km/h
Cruise range, km/h
Practical range, km:
With two suspended fuel tanks

L-39C
9.44
12.13
4.47
18.80
3395
4337
4600
980
544 (2 х 350 L)
1 TRD ZMDB Progress АI-25ТL
1 х 16.87
757 (М=0.8)
700
1750

Without suspended fuel tanks

1000

Max rate of climb, m/min

1320

Practical ceiling, m
Max operation overload

11500
12

Crew, persons

2

Two-seat training aircraft L-39C
Combat load - 250 kg on 2 external hanger units: 2хUB-16 (32х57-mm NAR) or
2х100 kg OFAB. The ASP-ZNMU-39aviation sighting device is installed in front
cabin. It is designed for sighting using the ground destruction means and
photofiring by air and ground targets.
Flight and navigation equipment includes: combines velocity and number M
indicator, VD-20 altimeter, AGD-1, GMK-1AE gyromagnetic compass, combined
variometer with turn and slip indicator, radio compass and radio altimeter
indicators, navigation and flight device NPP and clock type AChS -1.
Radio electronic equipment provides execution of flights both at day time and
night time under simple and severe meteo conditions. It is divided on radio
communication and radio navigation equipment and includes:
Satellite navigation system (GPS);
Tool-associated landing system VOR/ILS/DME;
UHF, VHF, HF-range radio communication stations with working frequences used in
the country of the customer.

MIG-21 MODERNIZATION
During the aircraft repair, held at ARMNORD, the modernization, which secures the
enlargement of tactical characteristics of the aircraft type MiG-21 and approach up to the
modern fighters of fourth and fifth generation, can be executed according to the
Customer desire.
The present MiG-21 type aircraft canopy constraints pilot’s abilities to use NSC helmetmounted target designation system and to observe back hemisphere airspace in air
combat.
The program of modernization assumes the installation of specially cultivated one-piece
cockpit canopy of the cabin, which enlarges view angle of the pilot from the cabin.

MIG-23 MODERNISATION
According to the Customer’s desire, ARMNORD executes the upgrading of the aircraft type MiG-23,
approaching the technical and tactical characteristics up to the aircraft type MiG-29, Su-27, Mirage2000, F-16.
During the course of modernization of aircraft type MiG-23 provision has been made to provide both
the electromagnetic compatibility of the newly installed equipment with the existing on-board
systems and evaluation of their efficiency.
The convenient access to the newly mounted equipment required for its maintenance service has
been ensured. The newly installed equipment does not deteriorate the convenience of servicing the
existing equipment.
The structural layout of the new equipment provides reparability of the upgraded aircraft during
performing of overhaul while ensuring minimum time costs.
The complete range of maintenance aids for the servicing of the newly fixed equipment is provided.
The design features of the newly introduced equipment provides for the possibility of its parameters
monitoring in the course of operation with the help of built-in and external monitoring equipment.
The built-in monitoring aids provide checking signals output to the external checkout equipment.

MIG-27 MODERNISATION

According to the Customer’s desire, ARMNORD executes the upgrading of the aircraft
type MiG-27, approaching its technical and tactical characteristics.

MiG-23M (ML, MLD) Front-line fighters

MiG-23 MDL is a multipurpose fighter with a variable-sweep wing. Is designed for winning air
supremacy, to dispatch anti-aircraft defense mission and for bombardment by aircraft and
missiles.
Power-plant of MiG-23MDL includes one twin-shaft turbo-jet engine R-35 with traction of
8550 kgf on a maximum mode and of 13000 kgf on afterburning.

MiG-23M (ML, MLD) Front-line fighters
Modification
Wing span, m
minimum
maximum
Length, m
Height, м
Wing area, m2
minimum
maximum
Weight, kg
Empty aircraft
Normal takeoff weight
Maximum takeoff weight
fuel
Type of engine
traction, kgf
afterburning
at maximum
Maximum speed , km/h
at altitude
near the ground
Cruising speed , km/h
Practical range, km
Combat radius, km
Max rate of climb, m/min
Practical limit, m
Max. Operation overload
crew, man

MiG-23MDL
7.78
13.97
16.70
5.00
34.16
37.27
10230
14770
20100
3700
1 turbojet engine Р-35-300
1 х 13000
1 х 8550
2500
1400
990
2360
1450
12900
18600
8.5
1

MiG-23M (ML, MLD) Front-line fighters

Armament:
one 23-mm gunGSH-23L (200 cartridges)
combatload - 2000 kg on 5 suspension (maximum - 4500 kg)
4 air-to-airshort-range missiles R-60 or 2 R-73
blocks of unguided missiles of caliber 80 mm, air bombs of caliber 100-500 kg

Su-25

Su-25 is designed for direct aviation support of the Army, destruction of small-size
moving and fixed objects under conditions of visibility at the forefront in tactical
and nearest operative depth.

Su-25
Modification
Wingspan, m
Aircraft length, m
Aircraft height, m
Wing area, m2
Weight, kg

Su-25
14.36
15.36
4.80
33.70

Empty aircraft
Normal takeoff
Maximum takeoff
Fuel:
Internal fuel, kg
Suspended fuel tanks
Type of engine
Traction, kN
Maximum speed, km/h:

9500
14600
17600

Ground-level
At high level
Practical range, km

5000
2
2 ТRD R-195 (R95Sh)
2 х 44.13 (40.20)

975
М=0.82
1850

Su-25
Combat radius capability, km:
At high level
Ground-level
Practical ceiling, m
Max combat height
Max operating overload
Ground-level
Crew, persons
Armament:

1250
750
7000-10000
5000
6,5
975
1
one 30-mm double-barrelled gun GSh-30-2 in
lower nose part with 250 rounds.
Combat load - 4340 kg on 8(10) hanger units,
normal load - 1340 kg
Bomb load: up to 8-10 х 500-,250-kg
aviabombs, 32 х100-kg bombs,
Unguided missiles: 160 х S-8 (80-mm)
Guided missiles: air-to-air R-60

Su-25
Two interchangeable non-afterburning turbo-jet engines R-95Sh with non-adjustable
nozzle with downstream gearbox, with autonomous electric startup will be installed.
Sighting equipment:
Modernized sight ASP-17BTs-8М2 provides sighting while shooting, bombing and missiles
launch at day time and at night time at visible ground and air targets;
Laser station of illumination and range-metering (Klen-PS) provides measuring of slant
range to target when solving the sighting tasks and its sending to the sight, as well as to
aim the guided missile with laser seeker;
System of audio-visual registration SAVR-25 (instead of SSh-45).

Su-25

Flight and navigation equipment
The navigation system KN-23-1 is the key of flight and navigation equipment. It provides:
Non-stop automatic aircraft coordinates reading by autonomous means data;
Flight by route, entry the given target zone, return to landing airdrome, decrease by height
of pre-landing maneuver, repeated approach;
Determination and display of main navigation and flight parameters.
Navigation system consists of:
IKV-1 inertial attitude and heading reference system;
DISS-7 Doppler ground velocity and drift angle meter;
Automatic radio compass providing the aircraft piloting by compass locators and
broadcasting radio stations, as well as the landing under conditions of on-board system
failure;
Air signals system displaying the real air velocity, absolute and relative barometrical height
and number M of the flight to users and on indicators;
Radio altimeter of low heights;
Marker radio receiver determining the moment of aircraft flying over the marker beacon;
Satellite navigation system (GPS) СН-3307;
Course-93М on-board integrated navigation and landing equipment (provides flights using
the radio beacons VOR, allows to approach by signals of radio beacon system ILS);
Small-size airborne range finder MSD-2000 (to measure and indicate the slant range to
ground-based beacons DME).

Su-25
Radio technical equipment
Provides radio communication with ground objects and aircrafts in the whole altitude
and range envelope.
Radio technical equipment consists of:
R-862 communication radio station upgraded to use the comm. channels with step
8.33kHz is designed for telephone radio communication in meter and decimetre wave
range between the aircrafts and ground objects;
Radio station for communication with the army with frequency spectrum stipulated by
the customer that provides radio telephone communication with control points and
separate moving objects of the army;
A-511 airborne transponder instead of SО-69 designed for operation with secondary
radar systems ATS RBS in modes А and AC according to ICAO requirements.
Aircraft defence means warn the pilot about aircraft exposure to radiation from ground
radars of AAMSs and enemy’s fighters, radar bearing under different modes of
irradiation, active jamming of weapon control radars, infrared jamming of missiles with
heat-emitting homing heads.
Also during the overhaul, the BUR-4-1-10 digital flight data registration system will be
installed instead of Теster-UZ.

Su-25
Radio technical equipment
Provides radio communication with ground objects and aircrafts in the whole altitude
and range envelope.
Radio technical equipment consists of:
R-862 communication radio station upgraded to use the comm. channels with step
8.33kHz is designed for telephone radio communication in meter and decimetre wave
range between the aircrafts and ground objects;
Radio station for communication with the army with frequency spectrum stipulated by
the customer that provides radio telephone communication with control points and
separate moving objects of the army;
A-511 airborne transponder instead of SО-69 designed for operation with secondary
radar systems ATS RBS in modes А and AC according to ICAO requirements.
Aircraft defence means warn the pilot about aircraft exposure to radiation from ground
radars of AAMSs and enemy’s fighters, radar bearing under different modes of
irradiation, active jamming of weapon control radars, infrared jamming of missiles with
heat-emitting homing heads.
Also during the overhaul, the BUR-4-1-10 digital flight data registration system will be
installed instead of Теster-UZ.

ANTONOV plane repair
Our developed process infrastructure and advanced technologies enable us to perform a wide spectrum of
works on Antonov planes:
- major repairs of Antonov-24, Antonov-26, Antonov-30, Antonov-32;
- complex life extension works on all Antonov aircraft;
- all kinds of technical service and maintenance on Antonov-24, Antonov-26, Antonov-32, Antonov-72, and
Antonov-74 as well as business class planes and helicopters Каmov-26, Bell-430, Bell- 427, Augusta-109;
- on-site restoration repairs of the said types of aircraft;
- CRW1, CRW2, CRW3 on Antonov-74;
- re-equipment of Antonov-26 into passenger and cargo-passenger versions; re-equipment of Antonov-30 into
passenger and administrative versions;
- upgrades of Antonov-24, Antonov-26, Antonov-30, Antonov-72, and Antonov-74 for international flights
(additional special equipment) with possible upgrading options offered by customers;
- modernization of airborne radio electronic equipment;
- modification of Antonov-32 for life extension up to 40 years with complete replacement of all avionics;
- weighing of aircraft (centering calculations);
- painting of aircraft surface with DuPont acrylic or polyurethane enamels.

Spare parts for planes and helicopters
Hydravlic system and fuel system

IL-76/78 Aircraft Repair

ARMNORD performs overhaul and running repair for the following commercial and military
aircraft: IL-18, IL-38, IL-62, IL-76/78, SU-24 of all modifications, ТU-22, ТU-95МS, ТU134, ТU-142МR/МК, ТU-154, YAK-40/42, АN-12, АN-24/26, АN-32.

IL-76/78 Aircraft Repair
The enterprise offers the following services:
1. Special procedures to ensure service and calendar life extension for IL-76MD and
IL-78 aircraft: setting time between overhauls within assigned life; disassembly
procedures, estimation of actual technical condition, restoration of aircraft frame,
systems and components;
2. Checks according to all forms of scheduled maintenance for Il-76, Il-76T, Il-76TD, Il76MD, Il-78 aircraft: scheduled checks, one time inspections and checks, special
procedures to be carried out while aircraft are kept on the ground, special procedures
under bulletins;
3. IL-76, IL-76TD aircraft running repair.

IL-76/78 Aircraft Repair
4. Special procedures to ensure service life extension till first overhaul and calendar
life extension;
5. D-30 KP (KP-2) engines midlife repair with additional workunder technical bulletins in force, engine service and
calendarlife extension. Repair works are carried out under supervision of engine
designer – JSC “Aviadvigatel”;
6. Major overhaul of APUs TA-6A (A1, B);
7. OverhaulandrunningrepairofIL-76 andIL-78 components and aggregates;
8. IL-76 aircraft weighing and balancing;
9. Aircraft frame corrosion treatment, application of protective coatings, local and
overall aircraft painting with special aviation and polyurethane paints in accordance
with customer’s design.
10. Mid-life repair of UPAZ-1 refueling pods, installed on IL-78 aircraft, with their
life extension.
11. Manufacturing of rubber products and disposable items for repair kits of IL76/78 aircraft engines and aggregates.
12.IL-76/78 aircraft windows repair.

Aircraft Engines D-30KP (KP-2) Repair
1. Mid-life
repair with additional procedures under technical bu
lletinsin force; engine service and calendar life exten
sion.
Repair procedures are carried out under
supervision of engine designer and OEM – JSC
“Aviadvigatel“. All the required procedures for
engine up-dating are carried out to enhance the
reliability of engine systems, components and units
and to provide engine life extension.
The removable components of automatic fuel
management system, the components of lubrication
system, engine breather system and electrical
system undergo repair with replacement of singlelife parts and parameter bench check-out.
2. D-30KP, D-30KP-2 mid life repair with extra
repair procedures, parts replacement and engine life
extension by 3 years.
3. Procedures required for extension of engine run
time by 330 hrs or 1 year within its assigned life.

Aircraft Engines D-30KP (KP-2) Repair
4. Local repair or reconditioning repair within a
ssigned life to ensureengine run till next overh
aul which involves engine diagnostics beforeen
gine disassembly, engine
disassembly, search for defects, repairprocedur
es (with replacement of rejected items), replac
ement of single-life parts, non destructing
testing, rig testing, internal and external
preservation and packing for shipment.
5. Engine rig testing on the test rig, which
is certified as compliant with Ukrainian
standards in force.
6. Manufacturing of rubber parts and
disposable items for repair kits of engines and
its components

Aircraft Engines D-30KP (KP-2) Repair
4. Local repair or reconditioning repair within a
ssigned life to ensureengine run till next overh
aul which involves engine diagnostics beforeen
gine disassembly, engine
disassembly, search for defects, repairprocedur
es (with replacement of rejected items), replac
ement of single-life parts, non destructing
testing, rig testing, internal and external
preservation and packing for shipment.
5. Engine rig testing on the test rig, which
is certified as compliant with Ukrainian
standards in force.
6. Manufacturing of rubber parts and
disposable items for repair kits of engines and
its components

AN-3T / Light Transport Aircraft
The AN-3 aircraft is the further modification of
the well-known AN-2 aircraft that has been in
operation all over the world for 50 years.
More than 15500 of the AN-2 aircraft have
been totally produced by the plants of the
former USSR, Poland and China. The aircraft is
still under production in China. More than six
thousand of the AN-2 aircraft are being
successfully operated in different geographic
areas: in the mountains and deserts, in the
savannah of Africa, South American selva, in
the Arctic and Antarctic zones, over different
water spaces: rivers, lakes, sea coasts and in
many other difficult for access areas. The
distinctive feature of the AN-2 aircraft is its
simplicity, high reliability, unpretentiousness
and capability to operate from the unprepared
airfields of only 500 m length.

AN-32 / Light Transport Multipurpose Aircraft

AN-32 / Light Transport Multipurpose Aircraft
The AN-32 light military transport multi-purpose aircraft can be operated in various
climate conditions, including hot climate (up to + 50°C) and from the mountain airfields
(up to 4500 m elevation).
The main aircraft purpose is to transport cargoes over short and medium range air
routes. It can be used for carrying military personnel, aerial delivery of paratroopers and
palletized and non-palletized cargoes. Its ambulance version can be used in missions of
Emergency Ministry.
The aircraft has a high maneuverability for flights to mountain based airfields with
difficult approaches.
The AN-32 aircraft is fitted with all required modern cargo handling devices:
large cargo door at the rear part of the fuselage with a ramp, which can be shifted under
the fuselage or lowered to the ground thus providing fast aircraft unloading and loading
from a truck;
ceiling mounted onboard crane for loading and unloading cargoes of up to 3 tons weight;
removable roller equipment that provides handling operations of packed cargoes on
pallets or platforms and mechanized loading/unloading of the aircraft (this equipment is
provided at customer request).

AN-32 / Light Transport Multipurpose Aircraft

AN-32 / Light Transport Multipurpose Aircraft
The aircraft crew consists of three persons: two pilots and a navigator. An extra seat and
flight engineer workstation can be equipped, if necessary.
The following AN-32 versions have been designed:
AN-32B aircraft for commercial airlift;
AN-32P fire fighting aircraft, using 8 tons of fire suppression liquid.
These airplanes were certified by the Aviation Register of CIS Interstate Aviation
Committee and UKRAVIATRANS in 1995.
The AN-32B-100 is a new variant of the AN-32B aircraft and has been developed as a
modernized variant. The new variant differs from its predecessor as follows:
take-off weight increased to 28.5 tons, and payload increased to 7.5 tons;
mounting of AI-20D engines series 5M for use of the aircraft in regions with a moderate
climate and low airfield elevations;
take-off power – 4200 horse power
emergency power – 5180 horse power
increase of flight range with maximum payload
This aircraft also has improved economics due to the increased overhaul life of its engines.

AN-70 / Medium Military Transport STOL Aircraft

AN-70 / Medium Military Transport STOL Aircraft
Four D-27 engines with SV-27 counter-rotating propfans ensure a high cruising speed
and 20-30% fuel economy in comparison with modern turbojet airplanes.
The built-in aerial delivery system ensures autonomous loading/unloading of a wide
range of cargoes and their air dropping. The onboard loading equipment consists of
four overhead rail electric motor hoists and two onboard electric winches. At customer
request, the aircraft can be equipped with easily removable upper deck or roller
conveyer to automate container handling operations.
Onboard monitoring and diagnostic systems make possible the autonomous operation
of the AN-70 aircraft from poorly equipped airfields without the need for any special
ground facilities. Aircraft maintenance is based on the “on-condition” strategy.
The AN-70 is fitted with modern electronic equipment and systems of fully digital
control. The AN-70 is competitive enough as for the airframe and power pant
characteristics as well as airborne system. The first production AN-70s constructed at
ANTONOV Serial Plant will have modern configuration of electronic equipment.
The upgraded AN-70 is attracting attention from both military and civil aircraft
operators. In particular, ANTONOV Company and Volga-Dnepr, the Russian airline which
is the biggest company involved in the airlift of oversized cargoes, signed an Agreement
to promote the AN-70T civil medium transport aircraft in the market. In accordance
with this Agreement, Volga-Dnepr will be the launch customer for the first serial batch
of the AN-70T civil aircraft.

AN-70 / Medium Military Transport STOL Aircraft
The AN-70 aircraft belongs to a new generation of the short takeoff and landing tactical
military medium transports. AN-70 is extremely required by army. This aircraft is
capable of solving qualitatively new tasks beyond possibilities of previous military
transports. It was proved by the wide programme of the Joint State Russian Ukrainian
tests, main part of which had been completed. AN-70 can transport almost any item of
aeromobile military and engineering vehicles used by armies of the world and to deliver
them to poorly-equipped unpaved runways directly to the destination. On this ability,
AN-70 surpasses all the existent airplanes.
AN-70 can perform the typical transport mission (transportation of 20 t payload at a
range of 3000 km) from unpaved airfield of 600-800 m length only. There is no other
airplane with such ability. Taking into account all likely possibilities it is possible to
come to conclusion that the AN-70 STOL capabilities as much as twice reduce both the
number of aircraft required for the mission and the cost of the operation. According to
the design estimations, AN-70 can be operated from/to elevated airfields placed at
altitudes up to 3000 m over sea level. In comparison with the analogues aircraft, the
AN-70 can perform air dropping of cargoes and parachutists with twice less scatter and
its crew can guide the aircraft to the calculated touchdown point with a pin-point
accuracy.

AN-74T / Special-Purpose Freighter

AN-74T / Special-Purpose Freighter

The basis of the family is the AN-74, a twin-turbofan airplane, designed for support
of research, ice floe reconnaissance and transport operations in the Arctic and the
Antarctic, as well as for commercial cargo carriage over medium-haul routes in all
climatic conditions ranging from -60°C up to +45°C. The AN-74 was designed on the
basis of the AN-72 military airlifter and inherited from the latter its excellent
performance, self-sufficiency in operation on the unpaved airfields and the ability to
fly steep flight paths with short takeoff and landing. The AN-74 is designed to carry
up to 7.5 tonnes of cargo at a cruising speed of up to 700 km/h at a cruising flight
altitude of 10,100 m.
The aircraft is powered with two Д-36 series 2A turbofans rated at 6,500 kgf
takeoff thrust each. The engines have low fuel consumption and high level of
reliability. They meet ICAO requirements for aircraft engine emissions and noise.
High engine arrangement practically precludes ingestion of foreign objects into
engine air intakes at takeoff and landing even when operating on pebble airfields.

AN-74T / Special-Purpose Freighter
Advanced modifications, the AN-74-200, AN-74T-100/200A, AN-74TK-100/200, AN-74Д-200,
AN-74VIP, are powered with the Д-36 series 3A engines. These engines have a contingency
power setting designed to be used in the event of failure of one of the engines to improve
the aircraft performance especially during hot-and-high operations.
AN-74-200 Advanced Special-Purpose Freighter
Principal difference between the AN-74 and the AN-74-200 lies in the more advanced
series engines used on the latter aircraft allowing to bring its takeoff weight up to 36.5 t, as
compared with 34.8 t for the AN-74, and to increase flight range with 7.5 tonnes of cargo
from 1,650 km to 2,300 km.
AN-74T-100/-200A Freighters
These airplanes are not equipped with a radio operator's station and have a cargo cabin
stretched up to 10.5 m. The cargo capacity of the AN-74T-100/-200A is 10 tonnes.
The AN-74T-100 is piloted by a crew of four: pilot, co-pilot, flight engineer and navigator.
The AN-74T-200A is flown by a crew of two: pilot and co-pilot. The AN-74T-200A
modification is equipped with a new integrated flight and navigation system enabling
precision navigation in compliance with current international standards.

AN-124-100 Ruslan / Ruslan heavy transport and its modifications

AN-124-100 Ruslan / Ruslan heavy transport and its modifications
The AN-124-100 commercial aircraft has been developed on the basis of the AN124 “Ruslan” heavy military transport aircraft. It is the biggest serial heavy lifter
in the world. It is intended for the transportation of heavy and oversized cargo
and various special-purpose vehicles. In 1992, ANTONOV obtained the Type
Certificate for the AN-124-100. The aircraft meets the noise level requirements
of Part III, Appendix 16, of the ICAO regulations, requirements relating to
emissions of aviation engines, accuracy of piloting, flights under conditions of
short vertical separation spacing, etc.
The AN-124-100 has a double-deck fuselage layout. On the upper deck, there is
the cockpit and relief crew compartment and the cargo attendants’ cabin. The
lower deck is a pressurized cargo compartment. The construction and
dimensions of the forward and rear cargo doors, closed with ramps, ensure
quick and easy loading/unloading operations. The onboard ceiling mounted
cranes allow loading/unloading without ground equipment. The multi-wheel
landing gear with rough-field capability, two APUs and mechanized loading
enable independent operation of the aircraft from poorly equipped airfields.
Simplicity, reliability and safety of the aircraft operation are ensured by the
redundancy and computerization of its systems.
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AN-38 / Light Multipurpose Aircraft

AN-38 / Light Multipurpose Aircraft
The AN-38-100 light multipurpose aircraft is
intended to transport passengers, mail and
cargoes along regional air routes.
The AN-38-100 was developed as a major
modification of the AN-28 production aircraft
retaining the latter’s better qualities and
featuring a stretched fuselage, more powerful
engines, and improved cockpit and passenger
cabin comfort. The payload weight has been
brought up to 2,500 kg, number of passengers
up to 27 and maximum cruising speed up to
405 km/h.
High takeoff and landing performance, the
landing gear with low-pressure tires enable the
AN-38-100
(-110, -120) operation from/into small airfields
including the unpaved, ice- and snow-covered
ones.

AN-38 / Light Multipurpose Aircraft
The aircraft is easily and reliably controlled throughout the flight envelope and has a
high safety level: it would not stall at high angles of attack and retains stability and
controllability even in the event of ice formation on the wing and empennage.
The AN-38-100 is equipped with an up-to-date integrated navigation system and a
weather radar, and is capable of flying by night and under adverse weather conditions.
The aircraft can operate within a wide temperature range from -50 ° up to + 45 °C.
In order to improve comfort when operating in hot regions of the world, an air
conditioner can be installed in the aircraft at Customer’s option.
The AN-38-100 structure allows in-service passenger-to-cargo or cargo/passenger
cabin conversion by the crew at any intermediate aerodrome.
To provide for cargo handling operations, the aircraft is equipped with a handdriven overhead-track hoist with 500 kg cargo capacity. The ‘on-condition’
maintenance concept has been implemented for the AN-38-100.
The АN-38-100 and 38-120 aircraft are supplied with the Honeywell ТРЕ 331-14GR801Е engines. The AN-38 can be equipped with avionics of the foreign or CIS
production.

AN-148 / Regional Passenger Jet of a New Generation

AN-148 / Regional Passenger Jet of a New Generation
In cooperation with more than 200 enterprises of 15 countries of the
world ANTONOV Company developed a family of AN−148 regional
twin−jets.
These airplanes are high-technology and competitive products, which
meet all the modern world requirements, safety and ecological standards
as well as potential operators’ demands. They are intended for passenger,
cargo−passenger and cargo transporta ons on regional and short−haul air
routes. New airplanes are intended to replace the AN−24, Tu−134, Yak−40
and Yak−42.
The AN−148-100 family includes the following 68−85− seat versions:
AN148−100A with a service range of 2100 km;
AN148−100B with a service range of 3500 km;
AN148−100E with a service range of 4400 km.
and modifications:
versions with increased passenger capacity;
versions with maximum comfort level for passengers;
freighter with a side cargo door;
freighter with a rear cargo ramp;
passengercargo (combi) aircraft;
special purpose aircraft.

AN-32P / Forest Fire Fighting Aircraft

AN-32P / Forest Fire Fighting Aircraft
This aircraft was developed on the basis of the AN-32
commercially produced transport and it is capable to
perform the following missions for the forests conservation
and protection:extinguishing the forest fires with the special
fire liquid;
airdropping the smoke jumpers, their equipment, special
aids, equipment and cargoes to the area of forest fire;
The design performance of the aircraft have been
confirmed during more than 10 years of operation. After
discharging 8 tons of fire extinguishing liquid from two
groups of tanks of the aircraft, from the altitude of 40-50 m
at a speed of 240 to 260 km/h, a water spot of 120-160 m
long and 10-35 m wide with concentration of the liquid
exceeding 1 liter per sq. m is formed on the ground.
Discharging the fire agent may be done simultaneously (in a
single discharge) or serially from two tanks of one board,
than of the other board, with an automatic delay or with
manual control.

AN-32P / Forest Fire Fighting Aircraft
Two airplanes were used to extinguish the high-elevated forest fire in the vicinity of Yalta
(Ukraine). The experience of their application (about 100 flights over mountain terrains)
showed a high efficiency of these aircraft.
Three aircraft AN-32P were sent to Portugal for the experimental operation. A high
intensive work (each airplane used to perform up to 10 or even 12 flights daily) resulted
in a total of 545 fire fighting flights. The performance and fire fighting effectiveness of the
aircraft were highly appreciated by the specialists who participated in the test operation.
In absence of fires, the aircraft can be converted (within the airfield conditions) into a
standard cargo variant for airlift. To perform transport operations the aircraft obtains the
following features:
large cargo door at the tail fuselage section closed with a ramp that can be lowered down
to the ground or shifted under the fuselage, thus providing fast loading from the truck or
convenient parachute dropping of cargoes and people
loading device with a cargo lifting capacity of 3 t, maximum
removable roller track equipment providing parachute dropping of cargo platforms and
transportation of cargoes at the pallets.

AN-32P / Forest Fire Fighting Aircraft
Dimensions of the cargo compartment (12.48 m length, 2.78 m width and 1.84 m height)
and of the cargo door provide the transportation of different cargoes, self-propelled and
non-self-propelled wheeled vehicles. The cargo hold is pressurized and equipped with the
air conditioning system.
The aircraft has the following main features:
high degree of structure and systems reliability, operational safety proved during a long
service of the AN-32 basic aircraft version;
possibility to operate from the unpaved airfields due to the landing gear design, low
pressure tires and high arrangement of the engines that eliminates the penetration of
foreign objects into the air intake;
high thrust-to-weight ratio allowing to fly with a curved trajectory over the mountain
terrain;
autonomous operation that allow to start the engines with the aid of APU;
capability to fly in adverse weather conditions.

